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1. INTRODUCTION 
Bell and Shah have used oscillating generalized polynomials [2-4] to 
find the best uniformly approximating polynomial of degree IZ on [0, l] to 
functions of the formf(x) = xr, where r is a positive rational number. They 
then determined lower bounds for 
E,(r) = rninOmr& x7 - (cO + clx + cZx2 + *a* + c,xn)[. 
t 1. 
This work was motivated by Bernstein’s results [5] on the approximation 
of 1 x 1 on [- 1, 11, which is equivalent o having r = 4 and approximating 
on [0, 11. 
In this paper we study the functions 
E,(a) = ;jn oT:2, I xa - (co + clx + a** + w”)I, 1, 
E’,(a) = rn~nOm~~, I x@ - (clx + c2x2 + *a. + c,xn)l, 1. 
where n E N, cy > 0 and ci is real for each i. In so doing, the properties of 
Chebychev polynomials and of oscillating generalized polynomials are 
extremely useful in finding upper and lower bounds for E,(a) for some 01’s. 
In particular, Lemma 1 enables us to find greater lower bounds of E,( p/q) 
for certain positive integers p and q than were previously known. Similarly, 
smaller upper bounds for E,(a) are also found when 1 < a < 12 and 01# N. 
The theory becomes much more complete when we show that each of E,(a) 
and E’,(a) is strictly monotonic in certain intervals. 
2. OSCILLATING GENERALIZED POLYNOMIALS 
Let 0 < 01(O) < a(l) < *** < a(n) be a given set of rational numbers. 
Then p(x) = cOxa(0) + clxa(l) + *a. + cnxacn), where ci are real is said to 
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be a generalized polynomial (g.p.). If max,~,~, /p(x)1 is attained for exactly 
IZ + 1 values of x in [0, I], then p(x) is said to be an oscillating generalized 
polynomial (0.g.p.) in [0, I] with exponents a(O), a(l),..., a(n). (We write 
for notational convenience a(j) for 01~ .) 
The following facts about g.p.‘s and o.g.p.‘s are stated: (i)-(vi) [2] and 
(vii) [6, p. 291). 
(i) (Property 9) (A) For every set of nonzero real numbers 
{co 3 Cl >*.*, c,} and every set of rational numbers (a(O), a(l),..., a(n)} with 
0 < a(0) < ol(1) < *** < cll(n), the number of zeros, a zero of order k 
counted as k zeros, in (0, l] of the generalized polynomial 
p(x) = coy’0 + &p(l) + *-- + C2X”‘2) + .*’ + &Xa’n) 
is at most equal to the number of variations of sign in the sequence 
{co, Cl ,-**, 4. 
(B) With the sets {co , c1 ,..., c,} and (01(o), cy(1) ,..., c@)} as in (A), 
the number of zeros, a zero of order k counted as k zeros, in (0, l] ofp’(x) 
is at most equal to the number of variations of sign in the sequence 
{co 3 Cl 2.**, 4. 
(ii) To a given finite set of nonnegative xponents, there corresponds 
an 0.g.p. in [0, l] which is unique except for a constant factor. 
(iii) Write M = maxo~,s, 1 p(x)l. An 0.g.p. p(x) assumes the values 
*M alternately at n + 1 points in [0, 11. 
(iv) Let p(x) = Cy=, AjxU(j) be an 0.g.p. in [0, l] and let q(x) = 
Cj”=, Bjxa(j) (all Bj real) be another generalized polynomial. Suppose Bj = Aj 
for at least one j where a(j) > 0. Then maxos,G, 1 q(x)/ > maxos,G, jp(x)l. 
(v) Let p(x) = aoYCo) + C,“=, akxatk) and q(x) = aox*‘o’ + 
ch, bkxBtk) be o.g.p.‘s such that 0 < IX(O) < a(l) < p(1) < a** < a(n) < 
BW. Then max,s,s, I ~(4 < maxos’2s1 I d~)l. 
(vi) The coefficients of an 0.g.p. p(x) = a,~“‘~) + aIxau) + *a* + a,~“‘“’ 
alternate in sign. 
(vii) E,(a) > En(a)/2 for (II > 0 and rational. 
3. APPLICATION OF OSCILLATING GENERALIZED POLYNOMIALS 
LEMMA 1. Let 
p(x) =xtT’o) + q,p’l) + U2X”‘2) + *.- + &JoL’“) 
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and 
q(x) = xa(O) + l@(l) + b&6(2’ + *** + b,Xb-(n) 
be the unique o.g.p.‘s with 1 as the coeficient of x”l(0) and positive rational 
exponents (01(O), a(l), 42) ,..., a(n)> and (4% B(l), K%.., P(n)>, respectiveh 
where 0 < m(O) < ol(1) < ... < a(n) and 0 < ~$0) < /I(l) < *a* < P(n) 
and for i = 1, 2,..., n, 4) -c P(i). Then max,~,~, I p(x)1 < maxo4zs1 I q(x)l. 
Proof. The al’s and p’s in this argument are all to be rational. First 
choose {/Xl, 11, PC% l),..., B(n, I>> by 41) < B(L 1) -c min{42), P(l)> and 
for i = 2, 3,..., n, let /3(i, 1) E (max{a(i), /3(i - l)}, p(i)). Next suppose for 
Jo N with 1 < j < n - 1 that {p(l,j), p(2,j),..., /3(n,j)} has been chosen 
so that ~(1) < p(1, j) < /Xl, j - 1) < a(2) < p(2, j) < p(2, j - 1) < 
43)~ *** < a(j) < /3(j,j)< min{ol(j + I), /3( j, j - 1)) withfi(i, j) E (max{a(i), 
fi(i - 1, j - l)}, /?(i, j - 1)) for i = j + 1, j + 2 ,..., IZ. Then choose 
@(Lj + I>, KU + l),..., Bhj + 1)) so that 4) < PU,j + 1) < BU,j> < 
42) < PC&j + 1) < K&j) < 43) < /3(3,j + 1) < KW < *a* < 48 < 
B<j,j + 1) < KM> < 4j + 1) < B(j + 1, j + 1) < min@(j + Lj), 
~(j + 2)) and let /J(i, j + 1) E (max{p(i - 1, j), a(i)>, /3(i, j)) for i = j + 2, 
j + 3,..., n. Now for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, define 
pi(x) = +N + b’i’x”‘l.i’ + b’i’,(“‘2,i’ 
1 2 ’ 
+ . . . 4 b(i)X6(n,i) 
’ n 
to be the unique 0.g.p. with exponents {a(O), /3(1, i), p(2, i) ,..., /3(n, i)} and I 
as the coefficient of x”(O). Then by (v) of Section 2, 
PROPOSITION 2. Let n, k E N with k > 4. Then &(1/k) > 1/2(2n + 1). 
Proof. Let xC1jli) + a,x + a,x2 + *** + a,xn be the unique 0.g.p. with 
exponents {l/k, 1, 2 ,..., n> and with 1 as the coefficient of x(llk). Then 
&(1/k) > &E’,(l/k) = $ 0m~21 / ~‘1~ + a,x + a2x2 + ... i- a# / .\ 
z& max Ix+alxk+u2x2k+...+a,xnkI, 
O<X<l (1) 
by (vii) of Section 2. Also by Theorem 1, it follows that 
o~:$, I x + a,@ + a2xzk + ... + a,xnk I . . 
(2) 
64012312-6 
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where Tzn+r(x) is the Chebychev polynomial of degree 2n + 1. By (1) and (2) 
it follows that E,(l/k) > 1/2(2n + 1). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let p(x) = x + ~1~x3 + a,x6 + 1.. + u,x3” be the unique 
o.p. with exponents (1, 3, 6 ,..., 3n) and with 1 as the coeficient of x. Then 
E’,(1/3) = max,s,., 1 p(x)/ > 1/3(2n - 1) with equality ifand only ifn = 1. 
Proof. Let n > 2 and r(x) = x + c2x6 + c3xs + a.* + c,x3* be the 
unique oscillating polynomial (0.p.) with exponents { 1,6,9,..., 3n) and with 1 
as the coefficient of x. Also, the unique o.p. with exponents (1, 3,5,..., 2n - l} 
and with 1 as the coefficient of x is T(,,-,)(x)/(2n - 1). Since 1 = I, 3 < 6, 
5 < 9,..., 2n - 1 < 3n, it follows by Theorem 1 that 
Now, if the technique used in [4, p. 273; 5, pp. 9, lo] is used with the fact 
that maxo<,gl (r(x)1 > 1/(2n - 1) and the transformation y = x113, it is 
immediate that E/,(1/3) = maxo(r61  p(x)1 > 1/3(2n - 1). 
If n = 1, then p(x) = - T,(x)/3 and max,s,s, I p(x)1 = 1/3(2n - 1). 
COROLLARY 4. E,(1/3) = min,‘ maxos,s, / x1/3 - (co + clx -I- **a f 
c,x”)I > 1/6(2n - 1). 
Proof. This follows by Proposition 3 and (vii) of Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 5. (a) Ifp, q E N with 3p < q, then E,( p/q) > 1/2(2n + 1). 
(b) Ifp, q E N with 2p < q, then E,( p/q) > l/4(1 + 211z)(2n - 1). 
Proof. (a) Let r(x) = xv/q + b,x + b,x2 + ... + b,xn be the unique 
0.g.p. with exponents {p/q, 1, 2 ,..., n} and 1 as the coefficent of xP/q. Let 
F(x) = x + bIx(qIP) + b2x2(q/a) + *** + bnxn(QIP). Then for i = 2, 3,..., n, 
(i)(q/p) - (i - l)(p/q) = p/q > 3. Therefore by Theorem 1, 
Consequently, E,( p/q) > 1/2(2n + 1) by (vii) of Section 2. 
(b) Let r(x) and F(x) be as in part (a). Define t(x) = x + c1x2 + 
c2x4 + *** +c,x2* to be the unique o.p. with exponents (1,2,4,..., 2n) and 
with 1 as the coefficient of x. By Theorem 1, 
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By [6, pp. 27, 281, max,~,~, j t(x)1 > l/2(1 + 21j2)(2n - 1). If n > 2, 
E,(p/q) > l/4(1 + 2l/3(2n - 1). For n = 1, let p(x) = x + a1x2, s(x) = 
xP/g + blx, and s”(x) = x + b,xq/” be the unique o.g.p.‘s. Then p(x) = 
x - (l/2 + 1/(21j2)) x2 by [5, p. 281 and 
oy$51 I4x)l = $f& I WI > &y!$* I P(X)1 = 2(1 + 2’ilX2n _ 1) 1, . . .\ 
by Theorem 1. Therefore, by (vii) of Section 2, E,( p/q) > l/4(1 + 2112) x
1/(2n - I). 
LEMMA 6. If a: > 0 and 01$ N, then &(a), E’,(a) > 0. 
This is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 01 be so that 1 < 01 < n. Then II?, < 1/{2(n -
[a - I]) + l}, where [a - l] is the greatest integer <ol - 1. 
Proof. If [a] = (Y, then by Theorem 6, the conclusion is trivial since 
E,(a) = 0. Therefore suppose that [a] # 01. Next let 
xa + b2x([a]+l) + b3X([al+‘) + ..* + bj-lxn-l + bjxny 
with j = n - [a - 11, be the unique 0.g.p. with exponents {cu, [a] + 1, 
[aI + a..., n - 1, n} and with 1 as the coefficient of x”. It then follows by 
the Alternation Theorem and by the definition of o.g.p.‘s that 
&(a) < mq, 1 xa + b2x([“l+l) + b3x([m’+2) + *.. + bjxn I. 
1. 
Also let 
xa + C2X3a + c3x501 + . . . + CjXw7+L+-ll)--lI~ 
be the unique 0.g.p. with exponents {cy., 3a, 501,..., (2(n - [CX - 11) - 1) a} 
and with 1 as the coefficient of x”. Then by Theorem 1, 
III,“( 1 x” + b2x([Ul+1) + b3x’[“l+2’ + ..* + bjxn / 
. . 
< m&& 1 x0. + c2x3a + c3x5a + ... + CjX(*(n-[u-ll)-l)a I 
1. 
{2(n - ;a - 11) - I} ’ 
since [a] + 1 -C 3or, [CX] + 2 < 501,..., n < {2(n - [a - 11) - l} CL and 
x” + c,x50 + c3x5= + .-a + q~(~(~-[~--ll)--l)~ = Tr2cn-ra-11,-1,(~~)/{2(n - 
[a - I]) - l}. 
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4. MONOTONICITY AND CONTINUITY OF E, AND E,’ 
First, it is rather routine to show the following. 
PROPOSITION 8. Each of E, and E’, is a continuous function on (0, co). 
COROLLARY 9. E,(1/3) > 1/2(n + 1) (Compare this with Corollary 4.) 
Proof. This follows by the continuity of E, and by Proposition 5. 
Now let each of a(l), CL(~),. .., a(n), a(n + l), /3(l), p(2) ,..., p(n), and 
/3(~ + 1) be a rational number with 0 < ol(1) < a(2) < *-* < CL(~) < u(n + 1) 
and 0 < /3(l) < p(2) < *a* < /3(n) < p(n + 1) and suppose a,, and b, 
are nonzero with the same sign. Let each of 
p(x) = a, + a,+l) + a2xa@) + *** + anxatn) + d,+lx’(“+l’ 
and 
q(x) = b, + b,yw) + b,-p’ + ... + b,xficn) + b,+lX6(ni-1) 
be an 0.g.p. If max,~,~, I p(x)1 = ma%~,~, I q(x)1 = M > 0, then p(x) 
and q(x) are said to be an M-n-oscillating pair which is denoted by 
<P(X), q(x)). 
LEMMA 10. Let (p(x), q(x)) be an M-n-oscillating pair and let 0 = p. < 
Pl < ... < pn < pn+l = 1 and 0 = q. < q1 < .** < qn < q,+l = 1 be the 
points in [0, l] at which p(x) and q(x) take on their extreme values, respectively. 
Then there are two zeros of (p - q)(x) in (0, ma& p sdl if (P - q)(max 
(pl , ql}) = 0 and there is one zero in (0, max{p, , ql}] if (p - q)(max 
{PI 7 41)) + 0. 
Proof: Suppose (p - q)(max{ p1 , ql)) # 0. Then p1 # q1 . Suppose 
p1 < q1 . Then either 
6) (P - q)(pJ > 0 and (P - q)(ql) G 0 or 
(3 (P - dh) < 0 and (P - q)(ql) 3 0. 
Consequently there is a zero of (p - q)(x) in (0, max{ p1 , ql}] since (p - q)(x) 
is continuous. 
Suppose (P - q)(max{pl g qd = 0 and p1 G q1 . Then (P - q)(qJ = 0 
means that p(ql) = q(qJ = M and p’(qJ = q’(ql) = 0. Consequently 
(p - q)‘(qJ = 0 and q1 is a double zero of (p - q)(x) by Ahlfors [l. pp. 126, 
1271. Then (p - q)(x) has two zeros in (0, max(p, , ql}]. 
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PROPOSITION 11. If (p(x), q(x)) is an M-n-oscillating pair, then (p - q)(x) 
has n + 1 zeros in (0, 11. 
Proof. The notation is as in Lemma 10 and the proof proceeds by mathe- 
matical induction. Let S = {,j E N: for each M-n-oscillating pair (p(x), q(x)) 
with n 3 j, there are j zeros in (0, max{pj , qi}] if (p - q)(max(pj , qj}) # 0 
and there are j + 1 zeros in (0, max{pi , qJ] if (p - q)(max{pi , qi}) = O}. 
By Lemma 10, 1 E S. 
Suppose j E S. Let n >, j + 1 and let (p(x), q(x)) be an M-n-oscillating 
pair. Then either 
(A) (P - d(maxb , qJ) f 0 or 
(B) (P - d(maxh y %I) = 0. 
Case A 
Suppose (p - q)(max{pj , qj}) # 0. Then there are j zeros of (p - q)(x) 
in (0, max{ pj , qj}]. There are two possibilities. 
Subcase Al. (P - q)(maxbj+, , qj+l }) = 0 implies that there are j + 2 
zeros in (0, max{pj+l , qj+l }] because of a double zero at max{pj+l , qj+l}. 
Subcase A2. Suppose (p - q)(max{pj+, , qj+l}) # 0. 
(i) If pi < qj and P$+~ < qi+I , then by A and A2 it follows that 
(P - q)(s) < 0 with (P - q)(qj+d > 0 or (P - q)(d>O with (P - dki+A 
< 0. 
(ii) If qj< ~9 and pj+l < qi+l , then (P - d(pd < 0 with (P - d(pj+J 
> 0 or (P - q)(pJ > 0 with (P - q)(pj+A < 0. 
(iii) If pj < qj and qj+l < pi+l , then (P - q)(d < 0 with (P - qG+d 
> 0 or (P - q)(qJ > 0 with (P - q)(%+d < 0. 
(iv) If qj < pi and qj+l < P~+~ , then by A and A2, (p - q)(pJ < 0 
with (P - q)(pi+d > 0 or (P - q)(pJ > 0 with (P - q)(pj+d < 0. 
By (i)-(iv) it is clear that there is a zero of (p - q)(x) in (max(p, , qj}, 
max{pj+l , qi+dl and j + 1 zeros in (0, max{pj+l , qj+dI. 
Case B 
Suppose (p - q)(max{p, qj}) = 0. Therefore there are j + 1 zeros of 
(p - q)(x) in (0, max{pj , qj}]. Then there are two possibilities. 
Subcase Bl . Suppose (p - q)(max{ pj+l , qj+l}) = 0. Then (p - q)(x) 
has a double zero at max{p. 3+1 , qj+l} and has j + 3 zeros in (0, max{pi+l , 
4j+JI* 
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Subcase B2. Suppose (p - q)(max{pi+, , qj+l}) # 0. Then there are 
j + 1 zeros in (0, max{pj+l , qi+dl since there are j + 1 zeros in 
(0, max{Pj, %)I. 
Consequently, j + 1 E S and S = N. It follows that for an M-n-oscillating 
pair (p(x), q(x)), (p - q)(x) has n zeros in (0, max{p, , q,J]. Since pnfl = 
4 n+l = 1, (p - q)(l) = 0 and (p - q)(x) has n + 1 zeros in (0, 11. 
LEMMA 12. Let r be a positive rational number. If s is also a rational 
number with s E (r, r f r/n), then l/s < I/r < 2/s < 2/r < *** < n/s < n/r. 
Proof. Lets E (r, r + r/n). Then s < r + r/n or n/r < (n + 1)/s. Suppose 
for some i E N with i < n that i/r > (i + 1)/s. Therefore is > (i + 1) r 
and (n - i) s + is 3 (n - i) r + (i + 1) r, and n/r 2 (n + 1)/s. This is 
a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let r and s be rational numbers with r E (0, 1) and 
s E (r, min(r + r/n, l}), then E,(r) # E,(s). 
Proof. Let pi.(x) = b, + xT + b,x + bzx2 + ... + b,xn and pa(x) = 
qJ + xs + qx + c2x2 + .a. + c,x* be the unique o.g.p.‘s with exponents 
(0, r, 1, L., n} and (0, s, 1, 2 ,..., n}, respectively, and with 1 as the coefficient 
of each of xr and x8. Then each of 
&(x) = b, + x + b,xl/’ + *.. + b,x”ir 
and 
&(x) = co + x + c,xl~S + **- + c,x”IS 
is also an 0.g.p. Suppose E,(s) = E,(r) = M. Then (j,.(x), ps(x)) is an 
M-n-oscillating pair. Clearly, b, = --E,(r) = -E,(s) = c,, , since the 
coefficients of fir(x) and as(x) alternate in sign and o.g.p.‘s take on extreme 
values at both 0 and 1. 
(f& - $J(x) = clxl/s - b,xll+” + c2x2/s - b,x2ir + a.. + c,x+ - b,x”IT 
and by Lemma 12, l/s < l/r < 2/s < 2/r < *.* < n/s < n/r. By property 9, 
(js - j&)(x) has at most y1 zeros in (0, 11. However, by Proposition 11, 
(ss - j$)(x) has n + 1 zeros in (0, 11. This contradiction implies that 
E,(r) f J%(S). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let r E (0, 1) and s E (0, l] n (r, r + r/n) be rationaZ 
numbers. Then E,(r) > E,(s). 
ProoJ First let s < 1. Suppose E,(r) < E,(s). Let $r(x)= b, + x f 
blx*lr + ... + b,xnlr and ds(x) = c,, + x + c~x~/~ + .*a + c,xnIs be as 
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in Proposition 13. Then by (vi) of Section 2, E,(r) = --b, and E,(s) = -c,, . 
Consequently 
(as - j&)(X) = (co - b,) + c,xl/S - blXll’ + c2x2’8 
- bzXW 1 , . . . + c,x”Is - bnx’O 
has only n sign changes in the finite sequence{(c, - b&cl,- bl, cz, - b2,..., c,, 
-b,}, since -b, = E,(r) < E,(s) = -cO and (cO - b,) < 0. Therefore 
Us - Mx) h as a most n zeros in (0, 11, by property B. t 
OntheotherhandletO=po<p1<~~*<pn<pn+I=1bethen+2 
points of the interval [0, I] at which j&c) takes on its extreme values in an 
alternating fashion. 
Since js(x) is continuous on [0, 11, for each i = 1,2,..., n + 1, the range 
ofP,(x> on tkl , piI is [co , -co]. Therefore it is easily shown that there exists 
zi E (~i-~ , pi) with (A - HAG) = 0 and ( fis - HT)(x) has at least n + 1 
zeros in (0, 11. This is a contradiction and E,(r) > E,(s), since by Propo- 
sition 13, E,(r) f E,(s). 
Tf s = 1, by Lemma 6, E,(r) > 0 and E,(s) = 0 and E,(r) > E,(s). 
THEOREM 15. (a) E, is strictly decreasing on (0, 11, and (b) E, is strictly 
increasing on [n, a). 
Proof. (a) Since E, is continuous, the result follows if E, is strictly 
decreasing on the rational numbers in (0, 11. Let r and s be rational numbers 
with 0 < r < s < 1. Then there exists a smallest positive integer j so that 
r +j(r/2n) > s. For each k = 1, 2 ,..., j, let rk = r + k(r/2n). Now 
r = r0 < r1 < r2 < *a* < rj-1 < ri with rj-l < s < rj and rk < rfiel + 
r(,+,)/n. Consequently, by Proposition 14, E,(rk) < E,(r,-,) for k = 1, 2,..., 
j - 1, and either E,(r,-l) 3 E,(s) or E,(rjpl) > E,(s). Therefore 
E,(r) > -K(s). 
(b) As in part (a), it is only necessary to show that E, is strictly 
increasing on the rational numbers in [n,oo). In the following, r and s are 
rational numbers. First suppose n < r < s. For if n = r, then by Lemma 6, 
the proof is trivial. Let 
pr(x) = b, + b,x + b,x2 + *** + b,x7’ + x7 
and 
ps(x) = C” + qx + c2x2 + *** + c,xn + xs 
be the unique o.g.p.‘s with exponents (0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, r} and (0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, s}, 
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respectively, and with 1 as the coefficient of each of x’ and xs. Therefore, by 
(vi) of Section 2, for each i = 0, 1,2 ,..., n, bi and ci have the same sign. Let 
and 
j,(x) = b, + blxl/’ + *a* + b,x”” + x 
j&(x) = co + c,xllS + *** + c,x@ + x. 
Each of j,.(x) and fis(x) is also an 0.g.p. 
Case A. Suppose n is even. Then both b, and c,, are negative with 
E,(r) = -b, and E,(s) = -c, . 
(i) Suppose E,(s) = E,(r). Then c, = b, . Consequently, 
(ps - pr)(x) = clxlIs - b,xlIr + c2x2/s - b,x2/’ + ... + c,x”/~ - b,x+ 
By Lemma 12, l/s < l/r < .*a < n/s < n/r; and property 9 shows by 
examination of {cl, -b, , c2, -b, ,..., c, , -b,}, that (j5, -j%)(x) has at 
most n zeros in (0, 11. This is a contradiction since (jr(x), js(x)) is an M-n- 
oscillating pair and E,(r) # E,(s). 
(ii) Suppose that E,(s) < E,(r). Then -c, = E,(s) < E,(r) = -b, 
and c0 - b, > 0. By (vi) of Section 2, cr > 0 and the sequence {(co - b,), 
c1 , -b, , c2 , -b2 ,..., c, , -b,} of coefficients of 
(js - j&)(x) = (co - b,) + c,xlIs - b,xllr + c2x2/s 
- b,$V + ..a + c,x”Is - b&V” 
has II sign changes. Since 0 < l/s < l/r < *a* < n/r < n/s, by property 9, 
( Hs -jr)(x) has at most n zeros in (0, 11. However, as in the proof of 
Proposition 14, it is clear that ( jT - j5J(x) has n + 1 zeros in (0, 1). There- 
for E,(s) > E,(r). 
Case B. Suppose n is odd. This case is similar to Case A. 
COROLLARY 16. E,(a) < 1/2(2”+1)fur 01 E [n, n + l] and E,(a) > 1/2(2”+1) 
for ciE(n + 1,co). 
Proof. Let p(x) = a, + a,x + a2x2 + *.. + a,xn + x”+l be the unique 
o.p. with exponents (0, 1, 2 ,..., yt, n + l} and with 1 as the coefficient of 
xn+l. Then 
E,(n + 1) = ,,Fy, 1 P(X)1 . . 
= oy:$l 1 a, + alx2 + a2x4 + ... + a,x2n + x(2n+2) I 
. . 
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and 
T(zn+z)W =
p"+l' 
a, + ulx2 + u2x4 + .-a + a,x”* + x(2n+2), 
by uniqueness. By Theorem 15(b), E,(a) < 1/[2C2n+1)] for 01 E [n, II + l] 
and E,(a) > 1/[2(2”+1)] for 01 E (n + 1, co) since E,(n + 1) = 1/[2@n+1)]. 
THEOREM 17. (a) E’, is strictly decreasing on (0, l] and (b) E’, is strictly 
increasing on [n, 03). 
Proof. (a) Since E’, is continuous it is sufficient to show the mono- 
tonicity on the rational numbers. Also suppose s E (r, min{l, Y + r/n}), 
since the technique of the proof of Theorem 15 can be used otherwise. Let 
pr(x) = xp + b,x + b,x2 + -0. + b,x” 
ps(x) = xs + qx + c2x2 + --* + c,xn 
be the unique o.g.p.‘s with exponents (r, 1, 2 ,..., n} and {s, 1,2 ,..., n}, respec- 
tively, and with 1 as the coefficient of each of x’ and xs. Then 
jT(x) = x + b,xllr + bzxZjr + a** + b,x”f’ 
and 
Bs(x) = x + clxl/s + c2x2js + *-* + C,Xn’s 
are also o.g.p.‘s. Since 0 < 1 < l/s < l/r < 2/s < 2/r < .** < n/s < n/r, 
by (v) of Section 2, 
and E’,(r) > E’,(s). If s = 1, it follows by Lemma 6 that E’,(r) > E’,(s) 
since E’,(s) = 0. 
(b) This part is similar and is omitted. 
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